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From time to time, design trends and ideas arrive that set the web designers thinking about
experimenting with new elements. It is these very ideas that change the way web platforms are
made. In recent past, a number of path breaking trends have come up that have the potential of
sticking around for quite a while to influence future works. So, letâ€™s get to know some of the design
elements that best website design companies are taking seriously.

Circles are on a roll  

Drop shadows, ribbons and rounded corners have been around for a long time; same is the case
with circles. However, presence of circles in web design has been less as compared to the other
elements but this is changing at present. Designers have fallen in love with them once again and
are using them for navigation, as footer icons and also for portfolio display. With enough young
creative talent in designing coming up, circles would find even more usage.

Mascots and vector art

There is a very slim possibility that, by now, you havenâ€™t come across any of the vector mascots
enthralling the web with their presence. They are funny, catchy and informative at the same time. A
website can make an indelible image in their visitors mind with the help of such vector works. There
are a number of popular web brands like Mozilla that make use of such animations for
communication. However, assistance from best website design company is suggested to get the
most of such elements. 

Ribbons and banner graphics

Ribbons are popular now, and they would certainly be in future. The same is true in case of banner
graphics. Ribbons are used for plenty of purposes; for instance- in displaying advertisements, deals
and free downloads. However, using too much of ribbons would only mean risking overall feel.
Hence, one has to be careful in their usage. There is plenty literature on web for ribbons, banners,
bookmarks and even badges. So, make sure you know the basics as well as the advanced tricks.

Infographics  

Accepted that infographics are not essentially something that directly influences a web design but
their importance could not be sidelined by stating the same. Infographics are attractive, appealing
and information tanks. By going through just one infographic, a person can gain a lot of information.
While there is no dearth of content and informative websites using infographics to accentuate their
content, usage in main designing elements is still not that noticeable. However, the possibility is
strong; very strong indeed.

Hand-drawn elements  

Every individual or business wants to stand apart from the rest; same is the case with websites.
With every day bringing more websites, a website owner undertakes everything that is possible to
have a unique identity. To achieve the same, hand drawn design elements are in rage. Hand drawn
elements can be used in header, navigation, buttons, backgrounds and many other places. 

So, these are the elements that designers are considering seriously nowadays. Make sure you ask
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opinion of shortlisted web design companies about the underlined elements. Seasoned companies
like Maxixx would surely respond in a promising fashion.
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